
Home learning planning framework  
This is the plan for a learning sequence, and won’t take place within a single session.  

Year group: Year 10 Topic: NCFE Interactive Media 

Subject: IT Area:  Unit 1 Investigate interactive media production 

 

Approach What is it? Examples (online / offline)—support students to: 

Activate Prompting pupils to 
think about what they 
have learnt 
previously, 
that will help them 
with their next steps. 

1. Research different Interactive media examples 
2. What is ‘target audience’ and why does is it important.  
3. Research Health and Safety in an IT based business 

Explain Explicitly teaching 
strategies to pupils 
and helping them 
decide when to use 
them. 

1. Watch a video on health and safety https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v2FNbuPR01Y 

2. Media Literacy - Who is the target audience? - YouTube   (identify the TA for each video – justify) 
3. Target Market vs Target Audience - YouTube 
4. Interactive Multimedia - YouTube 

Practise Pupils practising 
strategies and skills 
repeatedly, to 
develop 
independence. 

1. Create an infographic (single or double page document - text and images) about Health and safety in an IT Environment 
2. Create a report describing the features of an interactive product  
3. Add to your report a section on what Target audiences are and why understanding who the ‘demographic’ is 

 

Reflect Pupils reflecting on 
what they have learnt 
after they have 
completed a piece of 
work. 

1. Post your infographics on teams and share constructive feedback with your class mates.  
2. Examine a range of adverts, discuss with peers the intended target audience, do you agree with each other. Use email, or other IM services to complete this.  

 
 
 

Review Revisiting previous 
learning after a gap 

1. Think about your day to day life, a visit to Meadowhall or other high street, how many interactive devices do you come in to contact with/see 
 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BFR0PDvqwzM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UgbBtCEfWtE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XvxpMqmem9s

